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Who said that
January was
meant to be a
quiet month?
It certainly
hasn’t been for
us at the SBT
and the Tommy Atkins Centre. In
fact, from day one we’ve been back
in the thick of it.
I must admit, it has been a very positive start. The veterans being
looked after by the TAC are all
responding very well and smiles are
back on well needed faces. More
homeless guys are off the street and
are sleeping in a warm bed tonight
so all in all, a good way to start
2019.
The SBT has a very challenging, but
rewarding year ahead, new directions, new writers and quite a few
new partnerships. Not least, that
awesome team from Phoenix
Heroes. Keep your eyes well fixed
on the SBT in the future for some
great work by these guys.

Turn to
Starboard

Phoenix
Heroes
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

28

33

On a technical note, you will notice
that our platform has changed. We
had a few issues with the Yumpu
statistics (our publisher) over the
past few months so we decided to
break away and run everything
through our website. To the viewer,
there will not be a lot of difference.
You still have a high quality online
magazine along with all of the back
issues but you will just be reading it
from our site. That’s about it from
me for this month, have a great one
and enjoy the read. Pabs
Editor: Pablo Snow
Magazine Manager: Matt Jarvis
Patron: Matt Neal
Honourary Patron:
Jacqueline Hurley
Additional editors:
Kevin Lloyd-Thomas
Jane Shields
Andrew Hall
Kerry Dedman
Julie Warrington
News Media Manager
Jim Wilde

Email: info@sandbagtimes.com
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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A Sad Farewell To Sergeant Major ‘Shut Up’

Tributes are flooding in to the much
loved actor Windsor Davies who has
passed away aged 88.
He was best known for his role as Battery
Sergeant Major Williams in the series ‘It
Ain’t Half Hot, Mum’ where he played the
reluctant Senior NCO of the Royal
Artillery concert party during the Burma
campaign.
He also starred alongside Donald Sinden
in the series ‘Never The Twain’ and had

two roles in the ‘Carry On’ films.
He was born in Canning Town, London,
but returned to his father's home village,
Nant-y-Moel in Bridgend county, when
World War Two broke out. He served
national service in the East Surrey
Regiment seeing service in Libya and
Egypt.
In 1975, Windsor teamed up with fellow
actor Don Estelle to record ‘Whispering
Grass’ in the roles of BSM Williams and

Gunner ‘Lofty’ Sugden from the hit
series. The single went on to sell over a
million copies and reached No:1 where it
stayed for three weeks.
His daughter Jane Davies said he and
her mother, who died in September, left a
family "who will all remember them with
love, laughter and gratitude". The couple,
who were married for 62 years, had
retired to France. They had five children.
RIP Windsor Davis: 1930 - 2019

GET HELP NOW: Rewind @ Tommy Atkins Centre

www.tommyatkins.co.uk
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War veterans with PTSD given £25m over 7 years
Nearly £25million in compensation
has gone to war vets with post traumatic stress in seven years.
Most of the 2,177-plus cases are from
Iraq or Afghanistan veterans who have
left the services then sued the Ministry
of Defence for failing to treat their
symptoms. The £24.7million figure
was revealed in a freedom of information request, which also showed in
2016 eight soldiers with PTSD, who
privately sued the MoD, each received
an average of £150,000. But £6,000 is
the usual payment for those discharged with PTSD. In 2018 there
were at least 80 suspected suicides by
serving and ex staff thought to be sufferers. In the past four weeks two

By Daily Mirror

serving and a former member of the
armed forces are believed to have
taken their own lives. The Sunday
People has campaigned for better
treatment of our veterans. Col Richard
Kemp, ex Commander of British forces
in Afghanistan, said troops risk their
lives for us and it is our duty to look
after them. Ex Royal Marine Jeff
Williams, of Veterans United Against
Suicide, said: “Far more needs to be
done than paying compensation. I’d
like to see increased financial support
of groups of volunteers who help to
save lives of veterans.” Dr Walter
Busuttil, of health charity Combat
Stress, said mental symptoms can
take years to surface. He said: “This is
not going to go away. Read more...

Pilot in Shoreham Airshow crash had
record of “taking risks” Court hears
A former RAF jet pilot
accused of killing 11 people
during a failed airshow
stunt had a record of
taking risks and had been
previously forced to abort
a display because of
“dangerous” flying, a
court heard yesterday.
Prosecutors allege that
Andrew Hill, 54, was
responsible for “serious
negligence” when the 1950s
Hawker Hunter fighter he
was piloting plummeted

onto a dual carriageway at
Shoreham in West Sussex on
22 August 2015. A jury at
the Old Bailey was told that
the vintage fighter had been
in
“excellent
working
condition” and the crash was
“purely because of pilot
error” – namely an alleged
failure by Mr Hill to reach
sufficient height to complete
his manoeuvre. Tom Kark
QC, prosecuting, said Mr
Hill had fallen short of the
correct altitude by as much as
1,000ft (300m). Read more..

Story: INews

Veteran dies 4 months after becoming a dad
A former Royal Marine has died of
an inoperable cancer just a month
after getting married.

Story: Daily Post

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

Edward Burke also leaves behind a
four-month-old daughter Esme. Mr
Burke, who lived with wife Ruth and
baby girl Esme in Penmachno, died on
Monday, surrounded by his family, at
St David's Hospice in Llandudno. He
was told last October that he had three
inoperable brain tumours, and probably
only had three to six months to live.

Edward's beloved daughter was just a
month old when he and Ruth were
given the devastating news. The
couple married at Ysbyty Glan Clwyd
on December 27. Edward's father
Geoff Burke, who co-founded the
Llandudno Jazz Festival with his son,
spoke of the pride he feels for a son
who packed so much into his short life.
After
undergoing
radiotherapy
treatment in a bid to slow the progress
of his illness, Edward's health
deteriorated over Christmas.Read more
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'Most Tasked Battalion' In Army Receives Service Medals
From Prince Andrew
Photo: 4 News

Members of 2nd Battalion,
The Royal Regiment of
Scotland (2 SCOTS) have
been presented with
operational medals by His
Royal Highness Prince
Andrew.

Personnel from 2 SCOTS, the
Royal Highland Fusiliers,
deployed to South Sudan,
Cyprus and Iraq during 2018 the latter where they trained
local forces in how to combat
militants as part of Operation
Shader. After being piped
onto the parade ground at the

Battalion's Barracks in
Penicuik, the Duke of York,
the battalion’s Colonel,
handed out medals to the
soldiers. "The nature of your
duties and your work mean
that you have to be capable of
doing so many different
things," Prince Andrew told
those gathered on the parade
ground. This year, some of 2
SCOTS will be deployed
overseas on exercise to Oman
and others are due to join
their comrades in Balaclava
Company in Kuwait.
Read the full story here...

Story: Forces.net

SAS legend Chris Ryan on the crack unit's finest
hours after soldier's fearless heroism in Kenya
The astonishing images rank alongside
the famous footage of the regiment taking
the Iranian Embassy in West London in
1980, where 26 hostages were being
held.

Story: The Sun

Here, SAS legend Chris Ryan, who spent
10 years in the regiment and walked 200
miles to the Syrian border in the Gulf War
to escape Iraqi forces, tells of a few of its
finest hours. When a Taliban commander

escaped a joint British and Afghan special
forces raid and disappeared into a narrow
mountain tunnel, an SAS soldier
volunteered to go in after him alone.
Afghan soldiers had refused to enter the
terrorist-riddled cave complex, where
tunnels were barely big enough for a man
to fit inside. So the SAS sergeant crawled
into the dark tunnel system to locate the
enemy fighter. The unnamed 29-year-old,
from the Midlands, eventually found three
Taliban soldiers inside the narrow caves
and shot them dead with his Glock
sidearm. When he saw another, he
pointed it towards him but the gun failed.
Without enough room for a long-barrelled
weapon, he picked up a claw hammer
and hit the Taliban soldier over the head.
A source said: “He fought two more in the
dark where the tunnel opened into a
larger room which was partially lit by a
candle. “After he killed those two, he was
attacked by another but killed him almost
instantly with a single blow. It was a brutal
fight to the death. Read the full story...

GET HELP NOW: Text Combat Stress

07537 404719
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Royal Marine becomes real-life Iron Man on
assault course as he tests out jet pack
A British Royal Marine
became the real-life Iron Man
as he traversed across an
army assault course using a
futuristic jet pack.
Captured on film in
Lympstone, Devon by
Colonel Mike Tanner, the
Commando can be seen
gliding effortlessly across a
series of obstacles with a
device strapped to his back
and arms.
Showcasing incredible control of the jet pack, the green
beret manages to land on
top of a wall before zooming
off again.
With Tanner remarking “You
don’t see this every day”, the
stunt came as part of a testflight performed by British
technology start-up company, Gravity Industries.
Created by former marine-

Story: The Mirror
turned-inventor Richard
Browning, the jet suit is
made up of five small
kerosene-fuelled turbine
engines - with two worn on
each arm and one of the
pilot’s back - generating an
eye-watering 1,000 horse-

power. The suit, nicknamed
“Daedalus” after the mythological Greek artist who
made wings of feathers and
wax, can fly for up to four
minutes at a time and can
propel the operator up to
12,000 feet in the air. The

contraption can be purchased by the general public, with the retail price currently set at a staggering
£340,000 in London’s
Selfridges store.
Read More Here...

Are you:
A Service Veteran?
Aged 65 or over?
A family member or carer
of the above?

If so, you could bene昀t from the
support of a DMWS Welfare O cer
We are experts in the provision of Medical Welfare and have supported the
Armed Forces Community during medical treatment since 1943
We are here to help, contact your local Welfare O cer today:

A Guide to Medical Welfare Services
for Health Care Professionals, Organisations
and Support Workers
Caring For Those Who Serve – Frontline To Recovery

www.dmws.org.uk
Supported by the Aged Veterans Fund
funded by the Chancellor using LIBOR Funds.

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

DMWS Registered Charity number:
England: 1087210 | Scotland: SCO45460
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SOS consult with Dragon to become the first
charity to accept digital currency donations

S

ave our Soldier have recently updated
their website, and it is jam-packed full
of useful information ranging from a
multitude of helpful articles to providing
phone numbers to speak to somebody about
PTSI.
The SOS team is going from strength to
strength and following on from the success of
their single ‘Saved a Soldier' which was a
contender for Christmas charity single of the
year they are now able to accept digital currency donations!
Dragon has been providing consultancy services to several charities worldwide with a
key focus on veterans related charities.
Within the UK, Save our Soldier (SOS) takes
the lead and we are incredibly pleased to
announce that SOS has become the first military charity who are able to accept digital currency donations. This development and
implementation of Dragon Blockchain technology is set to provide a convenient, alternative method of donation for members of the
public and is set to further evolve the charity
industry - so help can rightly be given to the

people who need it the most.
The team at Dragon have been working tirelessly behind the scenes to streamline the
process of receiving donations and to the
ensure that the technology has been rigorously tested and completely fit for purpose in
today's fast-paced world. Supporting charitable ventures is something that Dragon cofounder Paul Moynan is passionate about
and, as a former Royal Marine Commando
with combat tours in Afghanistan and Iraq, he
is especially honoured to be consulting with
SOS.
Dragon has already seen widespread adoption of Dragon Coin (DRG), the world’s number one entertainment coin, and have already
put its underlying technology through its
paces in a live event. As well as being able
to donate Dragon Coin (DRG) people can
donate Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH) and Ripple
(XRP) with more methods coming soon.
The SOS website allows donors to quickly
and easily send money by scanning a QR
code on the website with their mobile phones
which have the easy-to-use Dragon Social
Wallet downloaded and installed from their
app store. Once a donation has been made,
the details of it are recorded in an unchanging digital ledger or ‘block’ which is completely visible to the public thereby reassuring the donor that the funds are without a
doubt going to the veterans who need them
quickly and securely.
This is one of several key alliances that
Dragon have underway with other charities as
Dragon sets out to simplify the process of
donations by providing truly ground-breaking
solutions. Make sure you follow the progress
of SOS as they become the first military charity to integrate digital currency donations into
their website and broader ecosystem.
For more information visit
https://saveoursoldier.co.uk
or
https://blog.dragon.online
or contact us at
media@dragon.online

GET HELP NOW: SSAFA Helpline

0800 731 4880
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ASK KERRY

Ask Kerry...
Let her help you to open doors
#Lovemywork#
I regularly use the above hashtag when I post
updates on my Linkedin page. Why?
Quite simply, I have come to know some
remarkable people. Every client has a different tale to tell – different skill sets, ambitions
and goals. My work is to create order and to
get their ‘ducks in a row’. My work with the
client is from day one to get them to think differently and then they will act differently. The
acting differently achieves the results. Not
just in the number of job interviews and job
offers [of course these are important] – the
inner goals and dreams are the most precious part of my work. Encouraging them to
pursue their dreams and formulating the
plans to turn the aspirations into actions is
why I love my work.
Many years ago I was working with a client in
Gosport, Hampshire. He told me that ‘for the
first time in my life – I am a person not a
number’. His comment made a deep impression on me. The premise of my work has
since I began Open Door Training been a
simple one: Opening the door – both into
employment and into a brighter future.
In the past I have worked with clients across
the academic and professional spectrum.
Lone parents returning to work, long term
unemployed, young people not in education
or training, people on health benefits. I have
worked in some of the most deprived parts of
the United Kingdom and the most affluent.
[Port Talbot, Newport, Bristol, South and West
Yorkshire, Hampshire, Avon, Kent and
London are just some of the locations].

confidence so do
their level of aspiration. I stand at the
side of ‘their stage’
smiling broadly and
try to mask the lump
in my throat.
I wanted to phone
you yesterday but
didn't want to be
rude. I was finding it
difficult to get into
the IT sector and
decided to change
my focus to sales.
After two interviews
this week I accepted
the second offer and I'm going to Kuwait! I
just wanted to say thank you so much as if it
wasn't for my CV I wouldn't have been
accepted for this life changing opportunity. I
will forever be indepted to you and I will
always be available if you need anything from
me. Once again, thank you so much Kerry.
The above note was sent to me a couple of
weeks ago on LinkedIn. The client in question was a former Royal Marine Commando.
No other comment required.
#Lovemywork#

A common thread is shared by all. Loss of
hope and zero self-belief. The skills I accrued
in over 10 years consultancy work supporting
the hardest to help and the organisations that
work with them – have been adapted for my
work with the military and ex-military community.
The combination of aptitude and attitude has
achieved some astonishing results. Multiple
job offers are not unusual. As they grow in

GET HELP NOW: Combat Stress

0800 138 1619
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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James Brokenshire prioritises social houses
for former servicemen and women with PTSD
Former service personnel suffering from
PTSD or other mental illnesses will be prioritised for social housing under proposals published for consultation by Communities
Secretary Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP.
Today’s measures (9 January 2019) will also
help people who divorce or separate from
their partners in the Armed Forces by
exempting them from rules requiring them to
be a local resident before being given a property.
While the majority of military personnel transition successfully into civilian life, an overhaul
of the system will also mean all applicants for
social housing will be asked if they have
served in the Forces at the outset of the process to ensure veterans get the help they are
entitled to.
Council staff will also get extra training so
they can give current and former Armed
Forces personnel the housing support they
need.
Since 2012, current and former service personnel have not had to be ‘resident’ in an
area to get access to a social home for their
families, as part of our commitment to the
Armed Forces Covenant.
Communities Secretary Rt Hon James
Brokenshire MP said:

We have a duty to ensure our heroic military personnel get the support they need
when applying for a social home.
We want to see that applying for social
property should not be a challenge in the
transition from military service to civilian life.
These new measures are part of our continuing commitment to the Armed Forces
Covenant.
An 8-week consultation on the new rules
starts today.
Under the proposals, those with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder and other mental
illnesses could be treated in the same way as
those with physical injuries, and get the priority they deserve.
People who split from their partner in the
Forces are made to move out of military
accommodation and can be denied social
housing because they have “not been resident in the area for long enough”.
They may not be willing or able to settle in
the district where their military spouse or partner is stationed, particularly if they have been
the victim of domestic abuse.
Some councils already support people in this
situation but government is consulting on
publishing new guidance which will encourage councils to waive the residency rules.
The government introduced protections in
2012 to ensure that members of the Armed
Forces community are not disadvantaged in
accessing social housing because of the
requirements of military life.
The law was changed so that seriously
injured and disabled service personnel, and
former members of the Armed Forces, with
urgent housing needs are always given high
priority for social housing.
At the same time we introduced regulations
to ensure that serving personnel and those
who are recently discharged do not lose their
qualification rights because of the necessity
to move from base to base.
The government’s ambitious and targeted £9
billion affordable homes programme will
deliver 250,000 homes by March 2022,
including homes for social rent.

| 12
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Patron to The Tommy Atkins Centre

PEOPLE ARE

OUR PASSION
W H AT’S YO U R S ?

Te l l u s # H C R l a w
Our defence, security and the forces team has been selected for their
skills and passion in providing legal advice to the sector – we also draw
on the expertise of consultants who have many years of involvement
with the military and related industries.
Richard Morgan, Partner, Head of Defence Security and the Forces
Talk to us: 01432 349670 | Visit us online: w w w.hcrlaw.com

Join the discussion:

@HCRlaw

Harrison Clark Rickerbys inc Gordon Lutton is a trading name of Harrison Clark Rickerbys Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the SRA

URBAN PRINTS
Proud Sponsors of
The Sandbag Times
The SBT would like to
welcome Urban Prints,
Worcester as an official sponsor for our magazine.
Urban Prints
Unit 7 The Gallery,
The Shambles,
Worcester
WR1 2RA

GET HELP NOW: NHS England S/West

0300 365 0300
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The Tommy Atkins Centre

Tommy Atkins Centre February
Well, Christmas now seems far away and long
ago, and the cold weather has begun to rear its
head here in Worcester. Here’s hoping everyone
is checking up on that elusive friend who you
haven’t seen around for a few days, just to say
hello and make sure they are alright.

We’ve been extremely busy over the past few
months, and have managed to help out all our
veterans who have come to us for help whatever
their issues. One veteran who came to us in late
November homeless, depressed and very
disillusioned with life has thankfully made a
complete turnaround with his life. After we sorted
him some temporary accommodation and Dr
Muss managed to deliver his rewind therapy with
him. It’s wonderful to know that in early January
we were able to relocate him with the opportunity
of a new career, secure accommodation and a
bright new future. He’s now going from strength
to strength.

We held our official opening day for our new
centre on 18th January, and it was such a
pleasure to meet up with all those who attended.
Matt Neal and Ben Durrell from Team Dynamics
were here to cut the ribbon, also the wonderful
Jacqueline Hurley attended with her partner

Steve. Chris from the Veterans Raffle, Paul Lewis
from FRS, Kerry Dedman from Opendoor training,
Jim Wilde with his beautiful wife Fatima, Lisa
Whittaker our psychotherapist, Rachel Savage
from Vamos Theatre, Jo Morgan and the Combat
Stress team, and we also had a few veterans
popping in to meet up with everyone. A huge
thank you to everyone who came and supported
us, it was wonderful to see you all, and we look
forwards to working alongside you in the near
future.

We’d also like to let you know that our telephone
number 01905 813936 is your main point of
contact with us. Give us a call, leave your
number and name and we will get back to you
asap. We may only operate from the centre on
Fridays from 1000 – 1500 but Pablo and myself
are available to assist any time if you know of any
local veterans in need of help, or indeed if you
need some help or advice yourself. This is also
the number to call for rewind therapy. Leave your
name, number and a short message. We will call
you back and do whatever we can to help you.

Stay safe out there, and remember to look out for
each other. Don’t leave it to someone else to
check up on a friend. A quick hello and a smile
can make such a difference to those living alone.

Jane xx

Website: www.tommyatkins.co.uk

GET HELP NOW: Tommy Atkins Centre

01905 27825
| 16
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TOMMY ATKINS CENTRE

The Tommy Atkins Centre
Supporting Veterans in the Community
c/o KGV Community Centre
10 Ash View
Worcester
WR4 9TL
Fridays - 1000hrs-1430hrs

01905 813936
813936
info@tommyatkins.co.uk
www.tommyatkins.co.uk
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Accommodation Support

Series 4

For Further Details:
Tel: 01746 833797/ 830191/ 872940
Fax: 01746 835774
Catterick Mil: 94731 2940
www.spaces.org.uk
www.riverside.org.uk
Email: spaces@riverside.org.uk

The Halfway House
I can’t believe that we are already
halfway through series 4 of the hit
series SAS: Who Dares Wins. What a
rollercoaster ride it has been.
Before I watched this series , I was a
shameful SAS:WDW virgin. How dare
I miss this brilliant series.
Before I turned into an addict, I had a
few questions, the main one being,
‘What on earth drives anyone outside
of the forces to put themselves
through SAS selection conditions?
That question has been answered
many times over as the drama has
unfolded. I think, if you hadn’t seen
the series you could be forgiven for
thinking that much of this was bravado but 5 minutes in, that thought gets
wiped from your mind. All I have
seen are genuine people finding
themselves and asking the course to
find out who they really are, not what
they are capable of. This alone has
me hooked and again has me asking
questions. But this time my questions are not of judgement but of
complete admiration.

the direction staff (DS) for 25 applicants who wish to take on an SAS
selection training course.
We will see events unfold over six
episodes, three of those have already
been shown as the 25 are whittled
down week by week.
Series 4 has been a little unique as,
for the first time, Women have been
allowed to take part as the government recently passed that women
could serve on the front line in all
arms of the Armed Forces.

So let’s take a look at SAS: Who
Dares Wins. Produced by Channel 4
and Minnow Films, four ex-Special
Forces operatives, Ant Middleton,
Matthew ‘Ollie’ Ollerton, Mark ‘Billy’
Billingham and Jason ‘Foxy’ Fox are

| 20
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SAS: WHO DARES WINS
Episode 1 was a real short, sharp reality
shock for our 25 guests as they found themselves, almost straight away going for an icy
swin in the Andes, the setting for this particular adventure. The recruits had to answer a
series of questions while mentally battling the
effects of the freezing water. All passed and
all sent to a nice warm hut to change into dry
clothes. This is where the reality check came
in. A few individuals decided to keep on their
wet underwear and just put their dry clothes
over the top, not the best idea as Ant had
one or two words with them, explained the
error of their ways and invited them to a little
light exercise. Or to put it into real terms, he
ragged them solid then introduced them to a
beasting. Lesson learnt, back to camp and
on with the show.
Over the next three episodes the recruits are
reduced from 25 to 12 as, one by one the
gruelling course takes it’s toll.
We have been treated to a little undercover
work by one of the girls, Petra, who, in actual
fact is ex-Special Forces from Sweden. She
has been playing a mole, feeding information
to the DS. That all came to an end in
episode 3 when she was asked to VW
(Voluntary Withdraw). She was then revealed
to the rest of the squad in her true light.
Shock and awe!
There have been a lot of extremely challenging exercises such as tthe log run, the forward abseil, building a snow shelter, simulating a casualty extraction (my personal
favourite), milling and loads others.
But to me, the highlights of this series has
been the reasons why these individuals took
the challenge. Our hearts have literally been
ripped out as we have heard tales of abuse,

mental and physical hardships, stories of
despair and heartache. But the real clincher
was again in episode 3 when Milo was called
in to speak to the DS. Foxy and Ollie were
keen to speak to him about his reasons for
taking the course on. The answer left them,
and the entire audience stunned.
When Milo was 15, his brother, Travis was
killed by and IED in Afghanistan. Both of his
brothers were soldiers but he felt that to join
up would be selfish although he did want to
join the Royal Marines.
Although Petra had picked him out as a week
candidate, he survived the cull but concerns
still remained with the DS. “It’s not his fault,
he’s a little bit immature, young,” they said.
“Come back when you’ve got a bit more
experience.” Despite the comments, viewers
will see Milo in episode 4.

The SBT would like to
thank the following for the
assistance and information
in the production of this
article.
SAS: Who Dares Wins
Channel 4
Minnow Films
Break-Point
Ant Middleton
Matthew Ollerton
Mark Billingham
Jason Fox
Lisa Beech
And of course, the Recruits

All of the candidates who have taken the
challenge of SAS: Who Dares Wins deserve
the utmost respect. As Foxy said in episode
2, Just to walk through the gates takes
tremendous courage and regardless of how
they end up, they have already succeeded.
It has been reported in the press that there
will be a celebrity special later this year, that
one I cannot wait for.
At the time of writing this article, there are still
a further three episode of the current series.
Ant Middleton has promised the recruits that
they are about to be taken to hell and back in
the days remaining.
You can watch SAS: Who Dares Wins on
Sunday evenings, 9:00pm on Channel 4.
So worth watching!

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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FOR THE FALLEN
By Jo Jukes

2018 has catapulted the issue of mental
health and suicide into the spotlight. For the
first time, the veteran community has started
to keep an unofficial log of the amount of suicides during the year. Unfortunately, the unofficial figure currently stands at 79, but the
number is much higher than that for various
reasons. There are no official figures as until
2018, Coroners were not required to record
military status. At a time where the mantra is
‘it’s ok not to be ok’, is this so in the Military
community?

Chris Small
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Some people question whether 2018 is
unique, why were there so many and was it
completely different from previous years? The

answer is yes, and no. Military mental health
is not a new issue, CPTSD is not new, in fact
it can be traced back to both World Wars and
‘Shell Shock’, although the symptoms of
combat related trauma differ from those seen
in WW1 and 2, the basis for it is the same.
So, if we have known that being in a repeatedly highly stressful and traumatic environment as well as seeing/ taking part in traumatic events can expose some people to a
higher than average risk of PTSD, why have
we not managed to get on top of it and why
are we seeing more and more suicides in the
Military community? Perhaps if you ask the
families and those closest to those who are
diagnosed with CPTSD you will find the real
answers to some of these questions. They
are the experts. They are the ones whose
voices are sometimes more relevant and
more knowledgeable than any professional
because they know their loved ones the best.
After all, they are living it with them.
The fact is still that 2018 saw many families
pay the ultimate price, and face the ultimate
devastation and trauma of losing their loved
one, who once wrote a blank cheque for their
country, to suicide. To lose someone via suicide is classed as a traumatic bereavement, it
surpasses all other bereavements due to
many factors. However, where Military suicides are concerned there is another whole
level of trauma for families to face. Many, not
all, have supported their loved ones through
their journey with CPTSD. It is well documented that living with a member of the family who has CPTSD is not only highly stressful
and debilitating for the patient, but also for
their families. The effects seep into every
aspect of family life. Secondary PTSD is common place within these families.
Surprisingly, families of the both the bereaved
and living are offered very little support or
understanding from the civilian community. If
someone takes their life at home, the house
is sealed off as a crime scene, while the
forensics do their investigation. Once that is
complete, the family is handed back the keys
to re-enter the property. They are still entering
a crime scene though, everything is left exactly as it was when their loved one took their
life, regardless of any mess or reminders- that
is left to you to clean up. Remarkedly, if they
died in a car accident or were murdered, a
victim support or liaison officer would be
assigned to the family, but not when it comes
to suicide. They are literally left to pick the
pieces up alone, to navigate the Coroners
and Inquest, arrange the funeral and cope
with the aftershocks of their nearest and dearest deciding to leave this world. This chasm
of support is the very reason why ‘For The
Fallen’ was set up. It is a confidential peerpeer Facebook Group that brings the families
of serving and ex-serving military together for
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JO JUKES
support, empathy and guidance, no matter
what year they were bereaved.
It is important to note that support is not only
lacking for the 2018 suicide survivors, but for
the survivors that go back years, even
decades. In 2003, Donna Mahoney’s husband returned from Iraq a different man.
After 20 years of marriage and four children,
Donna found herself to be a widow a year
after Peter returned home: a widow at 41.
She found herself having to work 3 jobs just
to put a roof over her children’s heads, nearly
losing her home in the process. Fast-forward
to 2011 and June Black’s son, Aaron took his
own life just seven months after leaving the
Army. Fast-forward again and Mandy Small
became a widow in 2016, when her husband
Chris Small took his life.
Lastly, fast-forward again to 2018 and there
have been 79 known suicides. Just imagine
how many people, across all those years
have been left to work through their grief
alone.
All of the bereaved families involved have
tried to raise awareness, tried to highlight
their loved one’s stories in order to educate
and help to change the system that didn’t
work for them. There have been numerous
news reports, interviews, petitions through
successive Governments to try and save the
future generations. The BBC had a report in
2010 that warned of the impending mental
health problems that would arise in veterans
from Iraq and Afghanistan, not to mention all
the veterans from the Falklands, Northern
Island, Bosnia and in all these years, through
all this suffering nothing seems to have
changed. The warning signs have been there,
the families have braved the public scrutiny to
try to change the system and save lives, but
very little progress seems to have been
made.

for memorials, with the help of the veteran
community and Veteran Owned through a
Just Giving page, in order to honour and
recognise not only their loved ones, but also
the families. Sadly, the amount of deaths
from CPTSD would outnumber all the names
on the wall at the National Abortorium: Just
picture that in your mind for a minute, picture
the amount of those who have died and
those left behind.

Aaron Black

All material within this article is subject to
copyright. No copying, editing, or reproduction without the express permission of
the Sandbag Times and Jo Jukes.

Very few of these families, if any, have
received offers of counselling, or more specifically PTSD related counselling, no one was
offered any support. Children have been
robbed of their fathers and the security that
comes with knowing they will always be
there, wives are left on the breadline because
overnight they become a one wage family
and parents are left trying to come to terms
with the out-of-order death of their children.
Dealing with this, alongside the guilt, questions, inquests and possible mental health
problems themselves has altered all these
families forever.
The numbers are shocking, but the purpose
of this article is to highlight the human cost
behind every single suicide across many,
many years. Currently, the families are supporting each other, as well as campaigning

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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BREAK-POINT
£19.95

These organic cotton t-sh
for the gym or casual wea
black, navy and heather g
the full BREAK-POINT log
ing colour across the che
represent the brand and w
100% Organic Cotton
Fashion fit
Available in mens and

Click Here To B

PRIME EVOLUTION
PLANT BASED ELIT
£35.00 £29.47
YOUR BODY’S NATURAL CHOICE

DAIRY AND SOY FREE – SUITABLE
– FREE FROM PESTICIDES

1KG BAGS – 22G OF PROTEIN PE
(APPROX 30 SERVINGS)
AMAZING FLAVOURS – NATURAL/
BERRY/VANILLA CHOCOLATE

Click Here To Buy

BREAK-POINT Unisex Hoodie
£39.95
These lightweight hoodies are perfect for
the gym or as an extra layer this winter.
Available in black, navy and heather grey,
they feature the full BREAK-POINT logo in
a contrasting colour across the chest. Be
proud to represent the brand and wear
with pride!
Regenerated cotton French Terry
Front kangaroo pocket
Hood without drawcord
70% Regenerated cotton 30% Polyester

Click Here To Buy
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BREAKPOINT STORE

T T-Shirt

hirts are perfect
ar. Available in
grey, they feature
go in a contrastst. Be proud to
wear with pride!

womens fit

Gift Voucher £25.00 - £500.00

Buy

PROTEIN
E BLEND

BREAK-POINT
Chunky Ribbed Beanie
£14.95
Stay prepared for the cold weather this
winter with our stylish ribbed, black
beanie, featuring the iconic BREAK-POINT
‘B’ Logo. Make a statement and perform
beyond limitation. Made from acrylic for a
comfy wear and warm feel, this beanie is
finished with a contrasting orange BREAKPOINT patch branding to the turn-up.

E FOR VEGANS

R SERVING

MIXED

Machine washable
100% soft touch acrylic
One size fits all

Click Here To Buy

BREAK-POINT Womens Battle
Ready Performance T-Shirt
£14.95 £19.95
The perfect companion for any workout!
Make a statement, feel the power of
BREAK-POINT and smash your goals.
Wash and repeat!
Moisture-wicking fabric
Available in mens crew neck and
womens v-neck styles
100% Polyester

Click Here To Buy
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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The Panavia Tornado
Farewell To The RAF’s Iconic Fighter
o we find ourselves at the end of
an era, the RAF’s trusty warbird,
the Panavia Tornado finally ends
its service in April this year.

S

fighting skills. It was obvious from the
start that this was one terrifying beast.
One of the best memories I have of my
Army career.

For me, it was the main British fighter
throughout my own military career and I
have to say, I loved it. I remember, back
in 1992 during a tour of the Falkland
Islands, we were lucky enough to see
the Tornado F3 arrive to replace the ageing Phantom F4 which had been carrying
out the Close Air Patrols for
the previous ten years.

First introduced in 1979, the Tornado
was produced as an effective air Intially
aircraft during an increasing nuclear age.
It has seen three basic variants during its
service as a multi-role aircraft.
Initially, the GR1 was a strike aircraft
capable of fast, low-level weapons
deployment.

Over the
first few days
after it’s arrival,
we were all treated to an incredible
display with the outgoing
Phantoms playing enemy so the
Tornado pilots could hone their dogThe RAF
took delivery of the
Tornado in 1982 using the GR4 variant,
an upgrade of the GR1 and the F3 long
range fighter. It was only nine years
before it was thrust into action in the Gulf
war.
It proved itself time and time again delivering support to ground troops, destroying enemy supply lines, Scud missiles
and enemy armament.
It worked highly effectively with the ageing which turned out to be their final
campaign.
However, there were some worrying
moments, in particular when a Tornado
being flown by John Peters and his
crewman John Nichol, was shot down.
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FAREWELL TO THE TORNADO
Both were taken prisoner and subjected
to a horrifying
ordeal. Thankfully, they both survived
and returned to service shortly after the
end of the war. It is worth taking a read
of their book ‘Tornado Down’.
Since then, it has seen action throughout
the world, including Bosnia, Kosovo, Iraq
and Afghanistan where it has performed
with distinction.
The Tornado has not restricted itself to
just the RAF. It, indeed has been the aircraft of choice on an international stage
including Germany, Italy, Israel, to name
but a few of the countries that
have employed this awesome
weapons platform.

It makes me wonder about American aircraft such as the F15 Eagle and F16
Falcon which are both still in service and
still fulfilling operational roles around the
world. Both around the same age as our
old girl.
I couldn’t finish this article without wondering whether the Tornado will go the
same way as the Harrier at our airshows.
For me, the announcement of an incoming Tornado always filled me with excitement despite being up close and personal with them in the Falklands.
Watching them come in for their first run
with wings swept
back, vapour trailing
of the wingtips and
absolutely silent until
the sound caught up
with our ears leaving
us half-deaf as the twin
engines revealed their true
power. You can see, at this
point why they were so effective
as strike platforms. The Tornado
could come in low level, deliver it’s
payload and turn skyward before
anyone new it was
even there.
A truly sad day in the history
of our defence.
All that’s
left to
say is farewell and thank you for your
service over the past 40 years.

With Tornado’s OSD (Out of Service
Date) set, Project Centurion is transferring its capabilities, particularly
Brimstone and Storm Shadow, to
Typhoon. Two new Typhoon squadrons
and the incoming Lightning will take over
and build upon the tactics and effects
that will have been delivered by Tornado
in almost four decades of service.
O, in April 2019, we will finally say goodbye to an aircraft, which in my opinion, is
being retired far too early but as we all
know, the powers that be in the Ivory
Tower are the ones that control the budget for our defence platforms.
Unfortunately, the Tornado is now seen
as something which has served it’s purpose and its now time to make way for
the Typhoon and Lightning II.

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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Azores and Back Yacht
Race 2019 Announce
Chosen Charity

(From left) Ready to race: AZAB Race Director Ian Munday with Turn to Starboard team
members Tamsin Mulcahy, Steve Richards and Izzy Galloway at Falmouth Marina
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TURN TO STARBOARD

O

rganisers of the MailASail AZAB 2019 Race
(Azores and Back Race) have chosen Turn to
Starboard as their nominated charity.

The challenging2500-mile race from Falmouth toThe
Azores islandsin the mid-Atlanticand back has been held
for the last 43 years and is organised by the Royal
Cornwall Yacht Club.
Next year’s event, involving around 60 boats, will support Turn to Starboard - a charity based at Falmouth,
Cornwall that supports Armed Forces personnel affected
by military operations through sail training.
MailASail AZAB Race Director Ian Munday said: “As a
veteran myself I can fully appreciate the immensely valuable and life changing work that Turn to Starboard does
with veterans and their families. We are delighted to be
able to support the charity through the MAZAB and
increase the awareness amongst fellow mariners of the
impact that the charity achieves.”
The AZAB race, which takes place every four years,
starts on Saturday June 1, 2019 with each leg covering
approximately 1220 miles. The majority of yachts take
between seven and ten days to reach the race destination, Ponta Delgada, one of nine Azores Archipelago
Islands approximately 750 nautical miles off the coast of
Portugal.
Turn to Starboard use sail training to support Armed
Forces personnel affected by military operations to start
new careers in the marine industry. Launched in 2014,
the Falmouth-based charity has provided more than
2,000 sailing opportunities to injured veterans and their
families with many going on to gain valuable sailing qualifications.
Tamsin Mulcahy, Operations Manager at Turn to
Starboard, said: “We are delighted to be chosen by the
organisers of The Azores and Back Yacht Race 2019 and
warmly welcome the support from this iconic race. This
partnership will help to raise awareness of our work supporting veteranssuffering with physical or mental health
injuries, as well as highlighting some of the challenges
individuals can face after leaving Service life.”
Further details can be found at:
www.azab.co.uk and www.turntostarboard.co.uk.
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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AGE SCOTLAND

Advice for Older Veterans in
Scotland is Free and Easy
part of a consortium called ‘Unforgotten
Forces’, so if we don’t know the answer
we can put you in contact with someone
who does.

L

ater life can bring big changes sometimes bigger than the changes
veterans experience moving from
military to civilian life. If your health deteriorates, your home no longer meets
your needs, you become socially isolated or your financial situation worsens, it
can be hard to know where to turn. Age
Scotland, Scotland’s charity helping
everyone love later life, can help.
We offer a free and confidential helpline
for older veterans on 0800 12 44 222.
We can check your benefit entitlements,
give advice on matters including care,
housing and wills, and help you join in at
local clubs and activities, including ones
specifically for veterans. The law and
public services in Scotland are very different from in the rest of the UK, so it’s
vital that if you live here you get the right
advice. We work alongside specialist
armed forces and civilian charities as

We publish free advice guides for older
veterans – if you call us on 0800 12 44
222 or email veteransproject@agescotland.org.uk with your address details we
can post them out to you. ‘The Veterans’
Guide to Later Life’ tells you about your
rights and support entitlements, as both
an older person and a veteran, on topics
including health, money, transport and
care. Our ‘Combating Sight and Hearing
Loss’ guide will help you spot problems
with eyesight and hearing early - and get
help, including from our partners
Scottish War Blinded and Action on
Hearing Loss. And our ‘Housing for
Older Veterans’ guide explains your
housing options as you get older, from
help to make your current home more
suitable, to moving to a new home,
drawing on the expertise of Housing
Options Scotland’s Military Matters
Project.
Veterans Guide to Later Life in Scotland PDF
Combating Sight & Hearing Loss - PDF

GET HELP NOW: NHS England South East

020 3317 6818
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HAVE FAITH
Joshua was given formal direction to meditate on the word
day and night Joshua 1.8, Psalm 1.2. The whole of Psalm
119 is about meditating on the law day and night with the
writer saying his face was awash with tears at the many who
ignored the law of the living God.

Come Unto Me all you who are weary - Pt2
n the first in this series I spoke about the peace of the
Lord, being incumbent on us being still. I suggest read
Matthew Chapter 6 as a starting point. If you have a Bible,
look up the scriptures to which I refer.

I

I like to sit atop mountains I have climbed, to recharge energy
before the descent, to admire the views and to pray to my
Lord God in the wonderful silence (choose mountains not
crowded with tourists and start at 6.00 a.m). There is nothing
worse than a noisy place where one cannot pray. Sadly more
churches are becoming like the markets that the Lord hated
at the Temple in an area where foreigners could come and
worship the Jewish God. Gone are the days in many are that
a silence would be held for a respectable time before a service and indeed after a service. There is no respect for people in prayer as people walk by those kneeling in prayer
before or after a service–giving it gob as we used to term the
‘jabber-monkeys’. Not very oddly but when the reverence for
God departs then prayer stops and churches start to die. In
Britain today, many churches will not exist in ten years due to
the ageing populations. The flourishing churches will be those
who give most time to prayer. Acts, they prayed daily,
searched the scriptures daily.
Jesus was precise about prayer. He discards the prayer of
the proud and self-righteous. He listened to the poor in spirit
and humble in heart. ‘The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much.’ We are told in James 5:16. Don’t
pray to impress others with longevity or the vain repetition of
liturgy. Pray with humility. Come before the Lord in prayer
with clean hands (confess your faults to one another – ask
forgiveness of the Lord.)
The Lord himself would get up while it was still dark and go
out into the hills to pray. I can imagine that his time of prayer,
much was in silence so that he could listen to his father.
Even in Gethsemane he chose to pray apart from the others.
His words were very few but intensity so great that sweat
poured like blood from his brow.Do we need the long drawn
out prayers weighted with hefty theological terminology or
very many words. Short and simple. Even a longer prayer by
Jesus (his prayer in the gospel of John Chapter 17 for his
disciples and the church) is not that long.
The key part to prayer is not just so we can hear ourselves
pray, but to be receptive to a reply, guidance. The
Fransiscan Daily Office uses this concept in their worship, in
particular the two beats of silence after each half verse from
the Psalms gets rid of mere recitation but allows a pause to
think of those few words. So does the Cof E Common
Worship (as used at the Worcester cathedral morning worship but ignored by some others who seem to use it as a
word race to the finish.) We contemplate the word as we
read it and the extra silence gives us a chance to digest it. It
should be a joy to do this to all believers in the word of God.

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

My time at Glasshampton Monastery and subsequently joining the tertiary order of St Francis has taught me a great deal
about silence, meditation. In his word (Psalm 46) the Lord
makes it a command “be still and know that I am God…….”.
We should be still in the face of the Almighty. How many who
prattle on at churches will shut up when the Queen enters the
room? Why not God? He is deserving of all honour and
glory. Yet it is at times when we are silent that our worship of
the Lord is the most acceptable. Often I pray about something then in the silence that follows, I suddenly find a thought
coming in, perhaps I should have prayed like that about this
situation, not like this. We often are wrong in our assumption
of the facts. Francis was when he first got the message from
God to rebuild his church. He and his pals set about building
the ruined old chapel they were using. Then God spoke to
Francis and said “My church as a bride of Christ has gone
astray I am sending you to rebuild its principles.”
Be still. Our life should not be bound up with the material but
with the eternal. Those hours spent on ‘material therapy’ as
some lightly call this greed, those extra hours spent to earn
the money for this. There is even a parable that covers this
in Luke 12 1-6 about the farmer. This last week a friend was
found dead in his chair at his desk. We know not the time
when we will be taken so make our salvation sure with fear
and trembling as if every minutes is our last. Watch and pray,
keep the oil in our lamps full Luke 21:36.
He speaks to us in many ways. I have alluded to some of the
ways he has spoken to me, but for every person his
approach is unique.
The sermon on the mount (Matthew 6 the prayer section)
talks of shutting yourself into your closet to pray (Vs 6). Not
to impress others but in earnest conversation with the Lord.
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth
and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through and
steal:But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not
break through nor steal: For where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also. (Matthew Chapter 6)
Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and
all these things shall be added unto you. (Matthew Chapter
6)
These few excerpts show the importance of being still, effective prayer. In the next part I shall conclude with the fact that
the Fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.
If you are weary, pray for forgiveness, ask the Lord to help
you. Read his Word and learn it and paint it on the lintels of
your heart. Learn the joys of true Christian friendship. Some
claim to be then let you down, but I always watch people
because by their actions they shall be judged. Some are regular church goers but the love of Christ is far from them. Then
you find the one, probably the least in the congregation, who
is humble of heart but a true soldier of Christ.
Brother Andrew Hall (TSSF)
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Veterans
Raffle
Help us support our
Armed Forces and
Emergency Services Veterans
Join now at
www.veteransraffle.uk

YES Society are the promoter of the Veterans Raffle
Licensed & regulated by the Gambling Commission. Licence 37221. BeGambleAware 18+

The VBC Website has now been revamped/redesigned and is now live. There are
several new features including a Post Code search facility that brings up the five
nearest Breakfast Clubs to your Post Code, and we now have a News feature and
links to the current issues of the Sandbag Times and much more. To make it easier
for people to get to it, funds have been made available to allow the acquisition of
more domain names.
The new address is www.afvbc.net and the old address is pointed at the new site.
The main alteration is that the email addresses have changed from:
Support@afvbc.net
to
Support@AFVBC.net

SANDBAG TIMES AFVBC OFFER
As many of you, in the AFVBC world may know,
the Sandbag Times is now available as a printed
edition. Unlike the online edition, we cannot
offer the printed copies for free as we have to
pay for expensive printing costs and obviously,
the postage. However, we have done some
number crunching and we are pleased to say we
can send out packs of 5 magazines for £20.00.
Unfortunately, we regret that we cannot send out
single copies at this time, hopefully that will
change in the near future as the SBT grows.
The prints are of excellent and professional
standard with 250gsm covers and 130gsm
pages with stunning colour and graphics. If you
would like to order monthly magazines for your
club or send in entries, then please email us at
media@afvbc.net This printed copy will be used
to support the Tommy Atkins Veterans Centre in
Worcester.

GET HELP NOW: Return To The Tribe

AFVBC.net
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Veterans Breakfast Clubs

Worcester AFVBC Loses a Dear Friend
It is with great sadness that Worcester AFVBC
announces the passing of Frank Petty Jnr, 61.
Frank was a very popular member of the Worcester
gang and would constantly fill our meetings with
laughter as he would tell stories of his past service
days. Frank was definitely the life and soul of the
party and was generous to the full. He was constantly helping his friends and was known as one of
the funniest club members,
Frank served in the Royal Navy for many years as a
Submariner and was a regular face at the Cenotaph
on Remembrance Sundays, marching with his old
comrades.
The Sandbag Times and all of the members of the
Worcester AFVBC would like to pass on their sincere condolences to his family and friends, especially his father, Frank Snr, also a club member.

RIP Frank Petty Jnr 1957 - 2019

Isle of Wight AFVBC Founder, Roger Lyness, wins Mayors New Years Honour
In October 2017 the first Isle of Wight
Armed Force and Veterans Breakfast
Club was launched, being a small island
we had to do it differently and our difference was a breakfast cooked by volunteers and a space just for us. The
founder of the club Roger Lyness wanted the club to be special, with limited
resources on the Isle of Wight for
Veterans and serving personnel it had to
be a place to bring back that feeling of
family. Our motto of Breakfast, Brew
and Banter holds true, and certainly
there is lots of banter especially when
watching the Army and Navy!
In the year since we have had many,
many great moments but winning the
Mayors New Years Honour in recognition for the outstanding contribution to
the community has to be one of the
greatest.
Our club is held in a community facility
with breakfast cooked and supervised

and unfortunately passed away on
Armed Forces Day 2018, would have
been beaming with pride, knowing how
the small idea has grown to such an
amazing group.

by the ever-patient Andy, an ex RAF
chef. A team of volunteers help get out
the tables, buy the food, wash up and
ensure everyone has a warm welcome
and leaves with smiles. We meet once
a month on a Sunday and regularly
have 40 people to feed. Dave Todd or
Toddy to us all, helped set the club up,

In the Summer we held a BBQ for all the
family and welcomed around 80 guests.
The Breakfast Club has also taken on a
Veterans Allotment that will be a facility
for all the family to use, whether they
want to garden or simply sit and take in
the open air. We are certainly looking
forward to tasting some of the produce
or simply enjoying a brew in the shed.
Alongside this we had 2 members
attend Chelsea last year, with one going
back very soon for a trial…
We work with Veterans Outreach
Support, British Legion and attending
the Armed Forces Day the club continues to work to improve the lives of all
our members, together.

SEND YOUR AFVBC NEWS & ARTICLES TO MEDIA@AFVBC.NET
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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We Need Your Help To Raise Funds in
Weoley Castle, Birmingham
After the success of Armed Forces
Day in Weoley Castle last year, and
as I am lead to believe the City
Council have no plans for this year,
we are doing in Weoley Castle
again.
I would like to take this opprtunity to
thank everyone who gave their support last year and invite you to get
envolved again for this year.
As you may all be aware there was not
any funding available to us from the
Council Last year, I dont believe there
will this year either ( we can hope).

Anyone who would like to get envolved
and support us for this year please
contact me. We will be having a meeting within the next few weeks to start
planning, anyone who would like to
attend please keep an eye on the
Facebook Page for details (link below).
There is a Just Giving Page set up, the
link is on the Facebook page.
Anyone who would like to help is most
welcome.
Please get in touch with Paul Brown
bcfc091@msn.com

Our Wilton is an exciting new project run by Our Enterprise and
the project’s other founding partners
Our Wilton is an exciting new project run by Our Enterprise
and the project’s other founding partners, Redrow Homes
and the Wilton Community Land Trust (CLT), and has been
led by Operations Manager, Sue van Leest. It represents a
significant innovation in enabling developers and the local
community to work together to achieve regeneration and
attract significant social investment. So far, Our Wilton has
attracted over £10 million in grants and investment.

offer heavily discounted rents, providing those on the programme
with affordable homes within a supportive community setting.
All residents will be given the opportunity to participate fully in
the programme’s training and career development opportunities.

The programme at Our Wilton is a residential one, for ex-military
personnel who want to secure their future and accelerate their
access to opportunity. Through undertaking work, paid study or
setting up a business, they will gain the help and practical
experience they need to maximise their future prospects. Early
service leavers are also fully eligible. The programme therefore
represents an entirely flexible approach with a practical focus on
real-world opportunities and learning, tailor-made to the
individual.

A number of organisations are working with Our Wilton to
deliver the project, one of the groups which has had the most
positive impact on the Our Wilton journey has been the Salisbury
Armed Forces and Veterans Breakfast Club.

The veterans’ development consists of 44 high-quality serviced
residential apartments, a café and a training suite. The apartments
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The veterans’ apartments, community café and training suite will
open in late Spring 2019 and the enterprise hub is planned for a
mid-2019 opening.

Just over two years old and with over 140 members, the group
continues to grow and provide an essential range of advice,
support and future referral pathway to ensure the success of the
Our Wilton project. The Wilton Armed Forces Veterans Breakfast
Club will work closely with the Salisbury branch to deliver a
complimentary offer to veterans in the area.

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

Veterans Breakfast Clubs
Chelsea Pensioner Visit to Rutland and Oakham Armed Forces
and Veterans Breakfast Club

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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Stand At Ease
Ways to find us
The Sandbag Times
www.sandbagtimes.com
thesandbagtimes
@thesandbagtimes
info@sandbagtimes.com

Other Useful Numbers
Combat Stress

0800 138 1619

RBL

0808 802 8080

SSAFA

0800 731 4880

NHS TILS

020 3317 6818

Tommy Atkins

01905 813936

Samaritans

116 123

Caption Competition
Come up with a funny caption for the picture
above and win an autographed card from
our two Team Dynamics drivers, Matt Neal
and Dan Cammish.
Just email us your funnies on
info@sandbagtimes.com.
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Squaddie Humour

Squaddie Humour

A brand new section celebrating the warped
sense of humour of our British Armed Forces
Overheard Radio Transmission
As we are saying goodbye to our trusty
Tornado in this issue, I thought it only right
that I should include this peice from an overheard radio transmission form the RAF in the
Falkland Islands. I have read it so many times
and it never fails to bring a smile to my face.
Conversation overheard on VHF Guard 121.5
MHz

Argentinian Air Defence Site "Unknown aircraft, you are in Argentinian airspace. Identify
yourself".
Aircraft "This is a British aircraft I am in
Falklands Islands airspace".

Argentinian Air Defence Site "You are in
Argentinian airspace. If you do not depart our
airspace we will launch interceptor aircraft".
Aircraft "This is a Royal Air Force Tornado
fighter. Send them up. I'll wait".

ATTENTION ALL SOLDIERS,
SAILORS, AND AIRMEN
Do you have a funny story to tell?
Has something happened during your
service that left you in stitches or
turned you red with embarrassment?
Then we want to hear about it!
Send your funny stories into us and if
we publish it, you will receive a prize.
info@sandbagtimes.com

Argentinian Air Defence Site (......total silence).

Back issues of The Sandbag Times are available to download here

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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MRS FOX GOES TO WAR

Mrs Fox Goes
To War...
The Chronicles of Little Hope
1939 - 1945
Wif and Doris: Wilf did enjoy a good fiddle in the blackout...

Hilda Ffinch:

Letter of the Month

The Bird With All The Answers
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THE CHRONICLES OF LITTLE HOPE
‘Esme’
Little Hope
9th April 1942
Dear Hilda,
I was in the snug at the local pub with my friend
Ermintrude when I just happened to hear the village Constable talking to the landlord about a prisoner he’d had to collect from North Wales of all
places. I wasn’t being nosey you understand, but I
couldn’t help but hear what they said.
I’d heard rumours that one of the lads from that
strange family up on Gallows Hill had run away a
bit back to avoid his call up and nothing was heard
of him for a while. Well, it seems that over in Wales,
they arrested this ‘woman’ for being inebriated, and
back at the police station her wig fell off. Further
examination by the desk sergeant revealed that not
only was she was rather well blessed on the bosom
side (turned out to be an overstuffed brassiere)
but that she also had what I heard the constable
refer to as a ‘toggle and two’. On top of this, in her
handbag they found the Identity Card of the lad
from Gallows Hill and checked with Scotland Yard
who confirmed that it was him. He’s up before the
magistrates tomorrow!
All rather tawdry I think, but I’m at a loss to understand what a “toggle and two” is. Do you have any
ideas and should we be more concerned about that
family?
Yours in anticipation,
Esme
Mrs Hilda Ffinch
Ffinch Hall
Little Hope
Yorkshire
1942
Dear Esme,
Well here’s the thing, my dear, I do think that at
your age (your joined-up handwriting with its jaunty
upward slant and little ‘heart’ shapes over the letter
‘i’ lead me to believe that you’re most likely to be
over thirty, probably still living at home with mother, read a lot of Georgette Heyer novels and have
leg hair poking through your stockings) you really
ought to have some idea of the use of slang terminology, particularly when it concerns the male
anatomy.
A ‘toggle and two’ has nothing to do with a duffle
coat, let us get that straight from the start. Now, in
order to clear the censor and avoid having the Little

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

Hope Herald shut down for smutty publishing, I’ll
need to tread carefully.
The male of the species, my dear girl, is unlike the
female. It gladdens my heart, and gives me some
hope for the future of this country that you at least
know – judging by your comment above – that men
do not have bosoms (the exception being the Bishop
of Llangaff, but his are occasioned by nurture rather
than nature, and due largely to an excess of cake,
stuffed goose and communion wine prior to the
advent of rationing), and nor do males possess the
‘lower thatched cottage,’ the ‘magic triangle’ or ‘lady’s
low toupee’ which are native to we ladies (and which
Colonel Ffinch habitually refers to as ‘The firing range’
and which is, I believe, a military term).
No, the son of Adam, my dear, possesses what is
euphemistically termed a ‘silent flute’, a ‘maypole’
(albeit not one you’d expect to see on the village
green on fete day), a ‘gentleman usher’, a‘bald headed friar’or (very rarely, in my experience) a’ kidney
prodder’and also a set of ‘jumble-giblets’.
Please be aware that all of the aforementioned are
polite terms for the single article, a fellow boasting all
five (six with the jumble-giblets) would have terrible
difficulties engaging the services of a decent tailor and
would be hounded to the ends of the earth by Messrs
Barnum and Bailey (and very possibly one’s old friend
Miss Violet Millington from Pimlico, too).
I do hope that this has cleared matters up for you,
Esme. If you’re still a little confused then might I suggest that you pop along (covertly) to The Cat and
Cabbage in Hampton Upon Mott on a Tuesday
evening after closing time when the regular participants in Mrs Edith Muff-Hawker’s Weekly Friendship
Gatherings are coming out? Don’t snag your stockings
on a bush now and eat a goodly supply of carrots
afterwards, you’ll need them to preserve your eyesight.
Yours,
Hilda Ffinch
The Bird With All The Answers

If you’d like Hilda Ffinch, The Bird With All The
Answers to address your own wartime problem, then
pop along to
https://www.mrsfoxgoestowar.co.uk/hilda-finchagony-aunt
to subject your personal crisis to her (hopefully) sober
scrutiny. Remember to give yourself a suitable
wartime alias! Letters will be answered online and a
selection of them published in next month’s Sandbag
Times.
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Poetry Corner
Sergeant Charles H. Moss, 18th (Pals)
Battalion, Durham Light Infantry

On army forms ‘Tommy’s’ the name he bears
But in the ranks this Monica’s no good
If he’s a Murphy, whatever he cares

POETRY CORNER
Haddock of Mass Destruction - By Danny Martin
Brain bored and arse numb
Finally the blades spun and we lifted
Skimmed the palm trees and popped flares above the
Euphrates
We swooped low over the target truck
Then landed in its path
We charged in our Storm Trooper costumes
Blinding faceless shapes through dirty glass
With rifle mounted lasers
We were jumpy
We were ready
I dragged the driver from his seat
Slammed his face into hot tarmac
Held it there with my suede boot
Steadied my hands long enough to cuff his

He’ll get no other name than ‘Spud’.
And if he’s one of the family Clark
And was baptised Fred, or Jack, or Bobby
Or uses his number to keep it dark,

We searched his packed pick-up
Boxes stacked four deep five wide
Emptied in the dust on the roadside
The first box revealed ice and fish, and the next
And the next, and the last
Intelligence had said he was armed and dangerous
Armed with melting ice and defrosting cod
No match for our guns, our bombs,
Our good intentions, our morals
Our God

He will always loudly be called ‘Nobby’.
And if his true surname should be Miller
Let him be a fraud, or good and trusty,
A man or a mouse or a ladykiller,
You’ll find he will always be called ‘Dusty’!

We cut his cuffs, and his wife’s
And left them to their ruined stock
I should demand commission
From the Taliban
For every recruit I’ve converted to their flock.

Win This Fantastic Title
My little dry home in the wet

This unusual and beautiful book collects together twenty
five of the often read, well-loved poets. Each
poet is illustrated with an original watercolor
portrait by the talented young artist,
Charlotte Zeepvat, who reproduces in
pleasing script one of their works, giving a
biographical summary that placed the poet
firmly in the battlefield context in which
their work was conceived.

I’ve a little wet home in a trench
And the rainstorms continually
drench
There’s the sky overhead, clay or
mud for a bed
To have a chance at winning this
fabulous book, simply email your
And stone we use as a bench
poetry to:
Bully beef and hard biscuits we
mike@sandbagtimes.com
chew
It seems years since we tasted a
stew
Shells crackle and scare, yet no place can
compare
With my little wet home in the trench

Anon.
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